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As part of a STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) initiative 
implemented in the Hopatcong School district, along with the need to develop Integrated 
Performance Assessments (IPA’s), students in Mrs. Catizone’s fifth grade class at Durban Avenue 
Elementary School worked on a special project  in conjunction with Mrs. Bennetti’s Spanish class. The 
project entailed students communicating with classmates, interpreting information, and describing 
their completed projects in the target language. Creating of the Casas de Jengibre infused world 
language learning and the arts as well as elements of science, technology and engineering.   
 
After traveling to Barcelona this summer, Mrs. Bennetti wanted to create a special project for her 
students modeled after the works of sculptor Antoní Gaudí.  She had the pleasure of staying in the 
Hotel Gaudí and was able to view his colorful spires from her balcony window.  Mrs. Bennetti also 
visited the Sagrada Familia Cathedral, Parque Güell, and Casa Batlló. Upon returning home, Mrs. 
Bennetti decided to create an architectural project where her students would construct “casas de 
jengibre” or “gingerbread houses” using household items such as boxes, tubes, cups, and containers.  
She also purchased modeling clay, beads, tiles, gems, and decorative paper to help the students to 
enhance their work.   
 
Mrs. Bennetti began the project by sharing several Power Points about her trip.  She discussed 
Gaudí’s use of recycled mosaic tiles and bits of glass, the creation of iron works, the incorporation of 
artistic spires, and his reliance upon nature as a constant source of inspiration.  Mrs. Bennetti also 
shared realia or authentic items including postcards, a 3D pop-up book, a foldable calendar, mosaic 
tile magnets, and glass ornaments. 
 
The students were then given a planning packet and started selecting materials to construct their 
casas de jengibre as well as drawing a sketch of their structures.  Through trial and error, the students 
recognized which building materials would work best.  The students continued making 
modifications to their buildings over the course of three weeks.   
 
Additionally, the students used Spanish adjectives such as color, shape, and size to describe pieces of 
Gaudís’ works.  The students practiced using the Spanish verb utilizar to generate several Spanish 
sentences about architectural materials used by Gaudí and on their own projects.  Later, the students 
will present their casas de jengibre to their classmates. 



  

  

  

  

   
 


